
Is Your Echelon Street Lighting  

Solution Failing to Deliver  

on Its Promise? 
Switch to Dhyan StreetMan and We’ll Get It Working 

You spent a lot of time and money implementing Echelon’s streetlighting solution, but it’s 
not working. Controller failures, gateway failures, network failures, or maybe it’s the 
LumInsight management software?  
 
Let’s face it. You are a city engineer not a technogeek, and you’re frustrated. We can help.  
 
Like you, the City of Portland, capital city of Maine, invested a lot of time and money into an 
Echelon smart street lighting solution, but it just wasn’t working. Echelon’s integration 
partner TEN reached out to Dhyan. We replaced Echelon’s LumInsight with Dhyan 
StreetMan and got Echelon’s street lighting solution working. The entire process was 
transparent and painless to the city. Portland made the switch to StreetMan and took back 
control of their street lights. You can too. 



The City of Portland covers a wide area, including a number of is-

lands. The hardware had not been configured properly resulting in 

an unreliable network and poor connectivity to the streetlights 

which led to citizens’ complaints taking longer to investigate and 
resolve. Portland’s system was migrated from LumInsight to 
Dhyan’s StreetMan 100% remotely, with zero disruption or data loss.  

StreetMan was able to identify hardware issues in hundreds of 

streetlights such as fuse failure, wiring issues, power outages and 

faulty controllers which were not known previously, minimizing the 

downtime. Based on residents’ and the City’s requirements, cus-
tomized dimming was configured in several areas which enabled 

the city to save even more on energy costs.  

 

     Our team members can now diagnose problems from their 

desktops and can share that information with our technicians so 

they are fully prepared to make the necessary repairs in the field. 

 Jon Jennings,  
City Manager,  
City of Portland 

Why switch to StreetMan 

Gain visibility and control of your streetlights 

StreetMan provides you with total visibility of the status of your 
streetlights, sending you texts when there's an outage or fault, and 
showing the streetlights at their exact addresses. StreetMan can 
identify RF network issues as well as hardware issues in streetlights 
such as fuse failure, power outages and faulty controllers, speeding up 
repairs and vastly improving reliability. 

Increase field crew productivity 

With StreetMan’s field support tools, field crews are able to reduce field 
trips/inspections and truck rolls as they now know exactly what the 
issue is. They go well-prepared to solve the problem in a single trip. 

Resolve your citizen’s complaints sooner 

Thanks to StreetMan’s field-proven support tools, street views, analytics 
features, and trouble-shooting tools, streetlight outages are debugged 
and resolved faster and more efficiently.  

How does switching work? 

Switching from LumInsight to StreetMan consists of just two steps. 

Migrate the existing device inventory from LumInsight to StreetMan 

The device inventory migration is seamless, no manual work is involved, and you 
will be ready to start managing the assets as soon as this step is completed (in as 
little as one day). We’ll also look for and fix any problems in your RF network. 

Migrate the streetlight controllers, base stations and streetlights to StreetMan 

In this step we migrate the devices to StreetMan remotely, without disrupting 
operations (usually during the daytime) and it takes just a few hours.  We will pre-
validate the migration so that the final process will be smooth.  
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Get return on your investment 

You’ve invested millions of dollars of taxpayer’s money installing the 
Echelon streetlighting solution and you deserve a good return on your 
investment. Like you, city of Portland’s Echelon streetlighting solution 
was broken. By switching to StreetMan and working with Dhyan, they 
got their streetlighting working and saved their investment. 



Key Features StreetMan LumInsight 

Streetlight problem diagnostics 
 

 

Automatic provisioning 
  

Inventory view 
 

 

Real-time streetlight control 
 

 

Mobile app 
 

 

Streetlight lifetime predictor 
 

 

Smart city readiness 
 

 

Text, email alerts for outages, other faults 
 

 

Comparison between LumInsight and StreetMan  
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Intuitive Dashboards 
Streetlight Lifetime Predictor 

     With Dhyan’s StreetMan central manage-
ment software we have excellent visibility into 

the health of each and every streetlight. Street-

Man’s GUI is intuitive and easy to use, and we 
are impressed at the depth of the information it 

provides. 

Stephen Buckley, 
Deputy Director of Public 
Works, Town of Scarborough 
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